Pumpkin & Pearl
Jack B Little
Jack B Little is our adorable DIY
goblin charm that adds a touch of
whimsy to any Halloween costume.
Make it today, wear it tonight.
If making for a child’s costume, shorten length and
use a safety break-away clasp to close.

What’s Needed:
Lt. Orange Twill Tape 1 YD
Aleene’s Fabric Adhesive
Pumpkin Bead 1 PC- Bead Gallery
Tooth Pick
Embroidery Floss (2 Skein) #166 DMC
Cabone Ring (.5 in) 1 PC- Boye
Flower Buttons (4 PCS)

8” Scissors- Fiskars

How To Make It:
s:
Step 1
Cut a piece of floss 24” long. Fold floss in
half. Make one side 6” long the other 18”.
Attach the floss to the ring using the larks
head knot.

Step 2
To cover the ring with floss, thread the 18” piece
through the of back of the ring then through the
floss loop created. Pull the floss end tightly to
make knot.

Step 3
Repeat looping and knotting until the ring is covered
with floss.

Step 4
Tie a double knot using the two pieces of floss to
secure.

Step 5
String the two pieces of floss through the top of a
pumpkin bead.

Step 6
Tie a double knot tightly using the floss pieces at
the bottom of the pumpkin bead. Set aside.

Step 5
Cut 25 pieces of floss 10” long. Bundle the pieces
together evenly at the ends.

Step 6
Place the bundle center between the two pieces
of floss. Tie a tight double knot to secure. Set
aside.

Step 7
Cut 20 pieces of floss 4” long. Bundle the pieces
together evenly at the ends.

Step 8
Tightly double knot a piece of 4” floss around the
center of the bundle.

Step 9
To attach the sleeves to the body, divide the floss
attached to the pumpkin bead in half. Place the
tied 4” bundle in the center and pull up snug
against the pumpkin bead. Wrap a 5” piece of
floss twice around finishing with a tight double
knot.
Step 10
Note: The sleeves and legs prior to braiding are
free moving and flowy. This body makes stylish
pumpkin headed spirit that can be hung from a
chandler or garland.

Step 11
Work the floss so strands rest neatly together.
Wrap and double knot a piece of floss around both
ends of the sleeves. Cut ends even.

Step 12
Work the floss so strands rest neatly together.
Split the body floss in half. Braid each side. Wrap
and double knot a piece of floss under each braid
to secure. Cut ends evenly.

Step 13
Thread the light orange twill tape through the hole
at the top of the pumpkin bead. Knot to secure.
Glue the three flower buttons on the twill tape see
photo. Let dry.
To wear, simply tie the two pieces of twill tape
together in a bow.

Step 14
Your Jack B Little charm can be worn alone or paired with other
pieces from the Blu Arlan Pumpkin and Pearl collection.
See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

